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In this paper we consider BCS-BEC crossover of two-component Fermi gases with SOC positioned in a two-dimensional (2D) space, and are interested in the evolutions of condensate fraction and pair coherence lengths along the crossover. As is known to all that, without SOC, a spin-up fermion pairs with a spin-down fermion, i.e. fermion pairs happen in the singlet channel. This leads to that the condensate fraction comes from the contribution of singlet pairs [32, 33] and the coherence length of singlet pairs is defined [34, 35] . In the presence of SOC, SOC also induces triplet pairs in the system besides singlet pairs. Thus at this time both singlet and triplet pairs contribute to the condensate fraction, and we must define two coherence lengths related to singlet and triplet pairs.
The Hamiltonian of the system we consider is
where a Fermi atom of mass m for spin α is described by the field operator Ψ α ( r). σ x and σ y denote the Pauli matrices in the x and y directions. −U (U > 0) corresponds to attractive contact interaction among fermions and µ is the chemical potential. Without loss of generality we assume SOC to be Rashba type and its strength to be v R . Transforming the field operator Ψ α ( r) into momentum space
where V is the volume of the system, and introducing the mean-field order parameter
. Explicitly the Hamiltonian (3) is second order about field operators and can be solved exactly. To attack this goal we choose to use imaginary time Green function method [36] since in this frame some interesting physical quantities, such as atom number and order parameter, can be directly deduced from Green functions. Defining two normal Green functions 
where
representing the Matsubara frequency. From (5) the quasiparticle excitation spectrum is obtained by replacing iw n with w and setting detM 4×4 = 0, leading to E 2 k,∓ = (ξ k ∓ |̺ k |) 2 + ∆ 2 . Naturally for v R = 0, the excitation spectrum reduces to the standard BCS form E 2 k = ξ 2 k + ∆ 2 . By using E k,∓ , Green functions can also be figured out
,
From (6) we know for a general k, Green function F ↑↑ is non-zero. This signifies that SOC induces triplet fermion pairs although the interaction is pure s-wave. The evolution of the system is completely decided by the equations of order parameter ∆ and particle number N
by using the relations ∆ = g βhV k,iwn F ↓↑ and N = 2 βh k,iwn G ↑↑ . It is easily found that the equation (7) is divergent due to the fact that we use contact interaction to simulate the true two-body potential, whose Fourier transformation should fall off at large momentum. To regulate the divergence the strength of contact interaction U should be substituted into
where ǫ B is the 2D two-body binding energy [37] . We self-consistently solved the equations (7) and (8) for the different strengths v R of SOC at T = 0K. In Fig.1(a) , the evolution of the order parameter ∆ is shown and we can find that the larger v R is, the larger ∆ is. From this perspective the existence of SOC enhances the superfluidity of the system. By comparison the evolution of µ is more interesting and plotted in Fig.1(b) . It is easily found that with the increase of v R , the chemical potential µ becomes negative even if the two-body binding energy ǫ B is very small. Hence from a conventional viewpoint, that BCS-BEC crossover is exactly realized when the chemical potential µ crosses zero, this fact suggests that when v R is beyond a critical value v c R , BCS-BEC crossover does not happen at all and the system is into BEC. From numerical work v c R ≈ v F / √ 2, where v F is 2D Fermi velocity and has a relation with particle density n v F =h √ 2πn/m. It is to be noted that 2D Fermi energy ǫ F = nπh 2 /m and Fermi wavevector k F = √ 2πn. Now we analyze the condensate fraction of fermions in the BCS-BEC crossover with SOC. In terms of a superfluid Fermi system the condensate fraction n 0 is related to offdiagonal long-range order (ODLRO) [38] and corresponds to the maximal eigenvalue N 0 , divided by the whole particle number N , of two-particle density matrix
According to Leggett's book [39] , N 0 can be decided as follows
where Φ( r 1 σ 1 , r 2 σ 2 ) =< Ψ σ 1 ( r 1 )Ψ σ 2 ( r 2 ) > is an anomalous average which arises as a result of spontaneous breaking of the U (1) gauge symmetry. According to the above theory and a fact that SOC induces triplet pairs, the condensate fraction in the presence of SOC is
The pre-factor 2 comes from the contributions of spin summation and time-reversal symmetry. In contrast to the case without SOC, there is an extra contribution to the condensate fraction from triplet pairs. Following the same procedure deriving the equations (7) and (8), we have
as the results in [33] . In Fig.2 we calculate the condensate fraction n 0 for different v R at T = 0K. The results are twofold. Firstly SOC also enhances the condensate fraction, which is consistent with Fig.1(a) . In addition, with the increase of ǫ B n 0 rapidly increases to a large value for a large v R . Maybe this phenomenon can be illustrated from the results of Fig.1(b) , that for a large v R there is not BCS-BEC crossover and the system is situated in BEC, building on the fact that for a weakly interacting BEC, almost all atoms are into the condensate. A recent paper [40] also calculate the condensate fraction in the same system but do not think over the contribution from triplet pairs, so their result is qualitatively incorrect.
At last we determine the coherence lengths for singlet and triplet pairs. On general ground, information on pair coherence lengths can be extracted from the pair-distribution function
Following the same spirit that the Hartree-Fock term has been neglected in the Hamiltonian (3), at the mean-field level (14) becomes
and pair coherence lengths ξ s pair , ξ t pair for singlet and triplet pairs can be obtained as
with
with the results in [34, 35] . Fig.3 and Fig.4 describe the behaviors of ξ s pair and ξ t pair in the process of evolution at T = 0K, respectively. Very explicitly, SOC suppresses pair coherence lengths for both singlet and triplet pairs, and for a large v R , pair coherence lengths rapidly decrease to a small value. We think that this phenomenon can also be understood from Fig.1(b) in the light of the fact in BEC region pair coherence length is much smaller than in BCS region. Besides by comparing such two figures, triplet pair coherence length ξ t pair always is larger than singlet pair coherence length ξ s pair . Physically this is the result from Pauli exclusion principle. In summary we have discussed the evolution from BCS to BEC superfluids in the presence of Rashba SOC in two dimension and shown that when the strength of SOC is beyond a critical value, BCS-BEC crossover does not happen in a conventional sense. In addition, we studied the evolutions of the condensate fraction and pair coherence lengths. The results indicate that SOC enhances the condensate fraction, but suppresses pair coherence lengths. Furthermore we also give some physical interpretation for some phenomena. 
